Coffee mug decoration

Final
You'll need:
- a mug
- your hair dryer
- a little piece of double-faced tape
- half a strand of brownie brown (PLA)
- about 2-3 strands of chilli pepper red (PLA)
- half a strand of greener grass (PLA)
- one strand of snow white (PLA)
- one strand of tuxedo black (PLA)
Steps

Print the stencil and fill in the PLA colours. Make sure to either use your Doodle pad or to cover the paper sheet with tape to be able to peel off the PLA afterwards!

Give the whole doodle a nice, even outline of black!

Add the writing.

Now it's time to fetch the mug you want to decorate with your doodle!

Fix the doodle with a piece of double-faced tape onto the mug.
Coffee mug decoration

Get your hair-dryer ready! Gently heat up the PLA and smooth it with your hand against the mug to shape it. Let it cool down.

Draw a wavy line - it should have the length of the perimeter of the mug; in this case about 25 cm. Doodle a loop at one end.

Put the wavy line around your mug. Pull the end through the loop and heat it up with your hair dryer and create a hook.

Now fix your mug doodle onto the wavy plastic line by doodling tiny drops of white PLA at both sides of the apple.

Remove the decoration and doodle apple and line together at its back.

Congratulations! Your mug decoration is finished! Don't forget to remove it before you clean the mug with water :)
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